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ABSTRACT 
In the recent years, the research on the dialogue system becomes 
more and more important. The performance of the automatic 
speech recognizer of the dialogue system is unsatisfied because 
of bad recognizing performance for spontaneous utterance. To 
solve this problem, this paper proposed an automatic speech 
recognition strategy directed by the semantic knowledge in 
dialogue system. The main idea of this strategy is to represent 
the expected utterance of speaker given by the dialogue 
management as a finite state network (FSN), which will be used 
for semantic parsing simultaneous with the speech recognizing 
and giving some feedbacks to direct the speech recognizing. The 
speech recognition strategy is tested on our dialogue system 
EasyFlight: a server of query and booking for the flight tickets. 
The experiment results show that the strategy has better 
performance than the baseline system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The human-machine dialogue interface is an integration of 
speech recognition and language understanding technologies 
[1,2]. Generally speaking, a human-machine spoken dialogue 
system consists of four modules: speech recognition, syntactic 
and semantic analysis, dialogue management, and response 
generation. Most dialogue systems are task-oriented and try to 
interactively understand the user’s intention according to the 
dialogue context and finally provide the required information 
services. 

Given the speaker’s utterance, the main task of the speech 
recognition module is to recognize the keywords of the utterance, 
which will be used in syntactic and semantic analysis. If some 
keywords are neglected by recognizer or recognized as other 
keywords, the next semantic analysis module will make a 
mistake probably, so the speech recognizer need have good 
robustness to recognize the spontaneous utterance. Moreover, the 
mixed-initiative dialogue system allows the speaker switch the 
topic, which also requests that the speech recognizer has good 
performance. 

Usually, there are three speech recognize strategies could be 
adopted in a dialogue system. The first strategy is the keyword 
spotting, in which a keyword set and a filler set are needed [3]. 
The strategy is very easy to be integrated into a dialogue system 
and does not affected by spontaneous utterance. But it cannot get 
high performance due to not using any other knowledge. 

The second strategy is the template matching which uses a lot of 
semantic templates summaried by experts. Because the strategy 

has known what will be said in advance, it has good performance 
when the speaker’s utterance matches the templates exactly. But 
if the utterances mismatch the templates, the strategy does not 
work.  

The third strategy is continuous speech recognition with a 
domain oriented language model built from a great deal of 
database by statistic method [4]. The strategy has the best 
recognition performance in the three strategies, but it has a 
disadvantage that it is not easy to gain a domain oriented 
language model because of the difficulties in collection of 
database. In brief, the performance of the automatic speech 
recognizer of the dialogue system is still unsatisfied. 

In this paper, a novel speech recognition strategy directed by 
semantic knowledge in dialogue system is presented. The main 
idea of this strategy is to represent the expected utterance of 
speaker given by the dialogue management as a FSN, which will 
be used for semantic parsing simultaneous with the speech 
recognizing and giving some feedbacks to direct the speech 
recognizing. To keep sufficient flexibility and satisfy the 
conditions of context free grammar, the phrase rules are chosen 
as the semantic rules. The recognition scheme has three steps. At 
first, according to the speaker’s expected utterance of the current 
turn given by the dialogue management, the FSN of current turn 
is constructed. Next, the FSN is optimized to reduce the 
redundancy and get higher efficiency. Finally, speech 
recognition process is started. These tree steps will be performed 
in every dialogue turn. The automatic speech recognition 
strategy is adopted in our air traveling information service 
system EasyFlight and the satisfying recognition results are 
achieved. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the 
construction of the FSN in some dialogue turn is given. In 
Section 3, the automatic speech recognition algorithm directed 
by the FSN is described in detail. Finally, some experiment 
results are given in Section 4 and conclusions are given in 
Section 5. 

2. SEMANTIC KNOWLEDGE DIRECTION 

As we all know, more knowledge resources are used in speech 
recognition, better performance can be achieved. Furthermore, 
earlier the knowledge resources are used, better performance can 
be achieved too, which can be proved by the famous language 
model look-ahead technology in continuous speech recognition 
[5]. According to the above theory, the semantic knowledge may 
help the speech recognizer to enhance the performance in 
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dialogue system. The main idea is to cutomize the speech 
recognizer to improve the recognition accuracy of the interesting 
unit in the current dialogue state with a supposition, i.e., system 
users cooperate with the interactive dialogue. The way of 
cutomizing the speech recognizer in our method is to represent 
the expected utterance of speaker given by the dialogue 
management as a FSN, which directs the speech recognizing. 
The framework of the idea is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Framework of speech recognition directed by 
focus expected 

2.1 Focus expected 

Dialogue management includes the dialogue history management 
and the database query, which compose the current dialogue 
state that determines the response. In mixed-initiative dialogue 
system, sometimes the dialogue response asks user some 
questions or gives user some hints, at that time the system will 
have an expectation of the speaker’s reply in next turn, named as 
focus expected. In other words, the focus expected will be 
different with different dialogue management state. 

A well-structured plan-based dialogue management model is 
adopted in EasyFlight [6], in which a tree-like structure called 
topic tree represents the topics of one dialogue task, and all topic 
trees for topics in the dialogue form a topic forest. Topic forest 
together with its shared information index maintains the 
framework of dialogue management. The focus expected will 
transfer in two conditions: one is that the dialogue state transfers 
within a topic tree, which occurs when the information inside a 
topic tree is changed; the other is that the dialogue state transfers 
among different topic trees. As soon as the dialogue state 
transfers, the focus expected transfers. The focus expected 
transfer is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Transfer of the focus expected 

2.2 Active rule set 

All of the focus expected may be devided into some classes 
according to the semantic knowledege. The semantic class in 
different focus expected is represented as one and only one rule 
subset in the semantic grammar. In EasyFlight, the focus 
expected has many classes, such as location, flight number, date, 
time, yes/no. Each rule in the semantic grammar will be assigned 
to a rule subset corresponds to some focus expected, according to 
following three principles: 

• The rules that describe one semantic class need be 
assigned to one rule subset. 

• The rule subset should be as simple as possible, in 
order to improve the efficient of the speech recognizer. 

• The active rule subset cannot have the function that 
describes a whole sentence, because it is same as the 
template match strategy. So the rules that describe a 
segment of a sentence, e.g. phrase rules, are selected in 
the EasyFlight system. 

dgt_h 0 -> ato_0      [4, 5] 
dgt_h 0 -> ato_1_10_1     [4, 5] 
dgt_h 0* -> ato_10 ato_1_9    [4, 5] 
dgt_h 0* -> ato_2 ato_10    [4, 5] 
dgt_h 0* -> ato_2 ato_10 ato_1_3   [4, 5] 
sub_from -> mat_city_name    [0, 1] 
sub_from -> tag_from_here    [0, 1] 
sub_from -> tag_from mat_city_name  [0, 1] 
sub_from -> tag_stop mat_city_name  [0, 1] 

 

Figure 3. Example of the rules set 

(Remark: The label 0/1 represents the Leave/Reach Location 
semantic class respectively, while the label 4/5 represents the 

Leave/Reach Time semantic class respectively.) 
According to the above description, we have two types of 
grammar rules: up-tying (*->) and by-passing (->). An up-tying 
type rule is a conventional rule used in conventional grammars 
where the constituents are strictly tied up without any flexibility. 



Using a by-passing type rule can reduce constituents by skipping 
irrelevant segments. 

3. SPEECH RECOGNTION WITH FSN  

The FSN is adopted in EasyFlight because of two advantages: 
one is that a few successor nodes will be choosed to propagate 
search path, given a certain node in FSN; the other is that the 
function of FSN is equal to Context Free Grammar (CFG), which 
means the CFG used in system can be converted to a FSN easily. 

3.1 Construction of FSN 

To emphasize the key part of an utterance, the vocabulary in our 
strategy is divided into two parts: keyword set and filler set, in 
which the keyword set includes the words need for semantic 
parsing while all of the other words possibly occurring in one 
complete sentence constitute the filler set. Given a current focus 
expected, the active rule subset can be picked out from the 
labeled rule set. The keywords occurring in the active rule subset 
are selected as the active keyword set, while other keywords 
constitute the inactive keyword set. Figure 4 illustrates the 
scheme of FSN construction. 

The label on every arc represents a word subset in our system. 
There are three special arcs in the FSN showed in Figure 4. The 
first is arc with label ε, which is null arc; the second is arc with 
label φmeans the filler set; the third is arc with label ω means 
the inactive keyword set of the current turn. It is the main 
difference between the template match strategy with this strategy 
that there are some arcs labeled φor ω in this strategy, which 
allow the filler word and inactive word still can be propagated in 
the speech recognition. So, even if the speaker’s utterance does 
not match the focus expected, the keywords in utterance can be 
spotted exactly. 
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Figure 4.Construction of nondeterministic FSN 

The FSN builded in upper method is usually a nondeterministic 
FSN, which means that more than one arc with a same label arise 
from a node. The nondeterministic FSN has so great redundancy 
that the recognition efficiency and accuracy will get worse. So 
the FSN need to be optimized to a deterministic and minimum 
FSN in order to reduce the redundancy and get higher efficiency. 

3.2 Speech recognition under FSN 

When the FSN of current turn has been built, speech recognition 
process is started. The semantic parsing is processing during the 
speech recognition to indicate the propagation of the speech 
recognizer, in which the propagation of the inactive keyword and 
filler word will be added a penalty to emphasize the expected 
utterance of the current turn. Because the inactive keywords are 
remained in the FSN, the right keywords can be recognized, even 
if the speaker switches the topic. Finally, a semantic parsing is 
processing on the keyword candidates of the speech recognition 
to understand the meaning of the utterance. 

4. EXPERIMNETS 

4.1 Experiment background 

All experiments are based on the EasyFlight. The training set is 
taken from the “863” assessment [7], which contains 70 
speakers’ data and 520 utterances are available for each speaker. 
All the recorded materials are obtained in a low noise 
environment through a close-talk noise-canceling microphone at 
16 kHz sampling rate. The testing corpus includes about 500 
utterances from 5 males, which are obtained in a low noise 
environment too but in spontaneous mode. The out of vocabulary 
rate is about 10%. 

42-dimensional features are used for recognition. Each feature 
vector is made up of 13-dimensional MFCC and 1-dimensional 
log energy, their auto-regressive coefficients, and the 1st order 
derivatives of the auto-regressive coefficients. The context 
dependent externed initial/final are taken as the SRUs, with each 
modeled by a three-state HMM using HTK [8]. 

4.2 Experiment results 

Three focuses expected are used to test the speech recognition. 
They are null focus, time focus and time location focus, named 
Focusnull, Focustime and Focustime_loc respectively.  
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Figure 5. FSN of Focusnull 

Just as its name implies, the Focusnull is not any focus expected 
in fact, in other words, this strategy will turn to the keyword 
spotting strategy. The FSN of Focusnull is showed in Figure 5. 
The Focustime is the focus expected date and time. The grammar 
describes date and time in EasyFlight is very complex, includes 



90 semantic rules about date and time, such as “X月 X日(号)”, 
“星期(礼拜/周)X”, “X 点 X 分”. Similarly, the Focustime_loc is 
the focus expected date, time and location, which includes the 
semantic rules describes location additional, compared with the 
Focustime. The location is the flight location in EasyFlight, such 
as “从 X到 X”, “到 X” and “从 X飞到 X转 X”.  
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Figure 6. Experiment results. 

The experiment results in Figure 6 show the recognition 
accuracy has been improved in the Focustime_loc and the  
Focustime_loc The keyword callback rate increases about 11% and 
12% respectively, which proves the speech recognition strategy 
directed by the semantic knowledge can improve the recognition 
accuracy greatly. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presented an automatic speech recognition strategy 
directed by the semantic knowledge in dialogue system. In the 
strategy, FSN is adopted to represent the expected utterance of 
speaker given by the dialogue management and is used to 
process the semantic parsing simultaneous with the speech 
recognizing. The experiment results show that the strategy has 
better performance. 
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